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Share or comment on this article: Experts says WWII diary about lost Nazi millions
is a 'complete forgery likely produced after 1982'

EXCLUSIVE: Experts says WWII diary
said to reveal location of lost Nazi loot
worth millions is a 'complete forgery
likely produced after 1982'

A 'WWII diary' purported to show where treasure was hidden in a Polish palace 
Its author claimed to be an SS officer and wrote of lost works of art and Nazi gold
A group spent a year digging up an old palace in the Polish village of Minkowskie
But experts now believe the papers are a Polish-German forgery from the 1980s

By ED WIGHT and STUART DOWELL FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 03:59 EST, 9 January 2023 | UPDATED: 04:05 EST, 9 January 2023

Experts analysing a WWII diary said to reveal the location of hidden Nazi treasure in
an 18th century palace in Poland have concluded it is a ‘complete forgery’.

Presenting their findings in their monthly magazine, the group said: ‘The War Diary is
a Polish-German forgery likely produced some time after 1982.’

The diary, said to have been written by an SS officer who noted down the location of
looted works of art and valuables hidden towards the end of WWII, was acquired by a
group calling itself the Silesian Bridge Foundation.

Since last year they have been digging up an old palace in the Polish village of
Minkowskie where they believe £200m worth of Nazi gold is hidden.

Since May last year, the 'WWII diary' has been in the hands of a group called the Silesian Bridge
Foundation - who have been digging up the grounds of an 18th century palace in the Polish
village of Minkowskie where they believe £200million of Nazi gold

The diary claimed to show the hiding places of treasures intended for the creation of a Fourth
Reich to continue the war, but experts now believe the entries are forgeries from the 1980s
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But after going through the diary, historians from the Discoverer organisation in the
Polish city of Wroclaw said they found ‘conclusive proof’ that the whole thing was
fake.

The organisation’s Łukasz Orlicki told the Polish Press Agency: ‘It turns out that the
diary is an accounting book from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries with almost
600 pages, the vast majority of which are blank.

‘There are simply accounting entries from the beginning of the 20th century, but on
page 100 the notes of the alleged German officer appear.

‘The records containing the history of hidden valuables and works of art cover only
nine pages. They are written in pencil.

‘At first glance it looks to have come from the period. The content contains
information about four caches; the entire content of the notes can be divided into a
narrative part containing information about events from the Lower Silesia and Opole
region at the end of World War II, and the deposit part, i.e. descriptions of where
valuables are hidden.

‘But the events contained in the diary were copied from the accounts of German
refugees who fled from Lower Silesia in 1945.

Treasure hunters failed to find 10 tonnes of gold in the grounds of the 18th century palace in
Minkowskie, southern Poland

Large parts of the diary are believe to have been copied verbatim from this book, which
described the accounts of German refugees who fled from Lower Silesia in 1945

‘These were accounts written down after the war, which were in German archives.

‘After comparing the content, it turned out that someone had copied word-for-word
into the journal fragments of these accounts that were published in Germany several
decades after the war.’

He added: ‘This is one of the irrefutable proofs that the so-called diary was written by
an unknown person in the 1970s at the earliest.’

According to the Silesian Bridge Foundation, they received the diary from a man
claiming to be the son of a SS officer and represented a Masonic Lodge made up of
the descendants of Nazi officials seeking atonement.

According to legend, the treasure was stored in police headquarters and packed into
crates before being transported under SS guard from Breslau, in what is now the
Polish city of Wrocław, towards Hirschberg, today's Jelenia Góra, and the Sudeten
mountains.

The treasure dubbed the 'Gold of Breslau' is thought to include jewellery and
valuables from the private collections of wealthy Germans who lived in the region
and who handed their possessions to the SS to protect them from being looted by
the advancing Red Army.

Soon after, the trail went dead and the gold was never seen or heard of again.

 According to the Silesian Bridge Foundation, they received the diary (pictured) from a man
claiming to be the son of a SS officer

The dig took place in the grounds of the 18th-century palace in the village of Minkowskie,
Poland

According to the Foundation, a letter written by a senior SS officer to one of the girls
who worked at the palace and who later became his lover revealed the treasure was
buried in the palace.

The officer wrote: 'My dear Inge, I will fulfil my assignment, with God's will. Some
transports were successful.

'The remaining 48 heavy Reichsbank's chests and all the family chests I hereby
entrust to you.

'Only you know where they are located. May God help you and help me, fulfil my
assignment.’

In November last year, the historians who had been invited by the Silesian Bridge
Foundation to ‘verify’ the diary said their initial findings ‘weren’t positive’.

Talking to local media at the time, they said: ’Our most important finding is that the
village of Minkowskie is not mentioned in the 'War Diary’.

'This may be hard for the Foundation, because it is the only place their excavation
works are being carried out at this moment.'

The historians who examined the documents have also questioned the authenticity
of the letter.

They said: 'The corresponding documents, like one famous letter, do not seem very
'legit' and are not a part of the 'War Diary', meaning there is not even one bit of
evidence that there is anything in Minkowskie.’

The Silesian Bridge Foundation responded saying: 'Documents of that age and type
leave a lot of room for interpretation, we are aware of that.

'It is our belief that War Diary will always defend itself.

'We are very confident about it which is why we welcomed your team and we are
open to other experts as well.

'Thank You!’

The experts examining the letter and diary admitted that some of the people
mentioned did exist and that led credence to the claims.

But they then found a book published in Germany after the war about escapees from
the region which they say ‘contained the same details which were then copied
verbatim into the diary.’

According to the historians, the passages in the diary were transcribed from
accounts of German refugees who fled Lower Silesia in 1945 which were later
published in the 1960s in a book called Die Flucht (The Flight).

“The result of our analysis unequivocally identifies the war diary as a fictional text
created many years after the war.”
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I said this from the start ...
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JREwingg, NYC, United States, 2 weeks ago

Wondered why they were drilling straight down instead of bulldozing dirt from the side, like strip
mining, to access the container.
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VikingsSuperBowl57, Parts Unknown , United Kingdom, 2 weeks ago

Very much doubt there is much treasure to be found. Precious metals would have been melted
down and most art works have probably been destroyed by now.
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Whiteparish, Boston, 2 weeks ago

Now that the treasure has been looted, we can quickly take a pencil and make an obvious forgery!
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Michelle Yeoh
'overwhelmed' as she
makes history by
becoming the first Asian
nominated in the Best
Actress category at
Academy Awards
 

Delilah Hamlin shows
IV inserted in her arm as
she updates fans on
'silently battling and
overcoming' multiple
autoimmune disorders
and chronic illnesses
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Emily Ratajkowski
shares photos of
adorable one-year-old
son Sylvester joining
her at Versace shoot
 

Pregnant Peta
Murgatroyd shows off
her baby bump... after
announcing she is
expecting her second
child with husband
Maksim Chmerkovskiy
 

Brooklyn Beckham
shows off his expensive
wine taste as he enjoys
a £794 bottle of red -
days after showcasing
his VERY pricey wine
cellar
 

Best seats in the
house! Ben Stiller joins
stars including Ashley
Benson to cheer on the
New York Knicks at
Madison Square Garden
 

Who is Lottie Moss'
new boyfriend Daniel
Steel? Model steps out
with Australian model
and part-time firefighter
as she confirms
romance
 

Meet Kim Kardashian's
'IVF magician': The
Beverly Hills doctor
who helped her
conceive two children
via surrogate (and she
told all her friends)
 

Revealed: Paris Hilton
received fertility advice
from her frenemy Kim
Kardashian... before
welcoming her first
child via surrogacy

Inside Paris Hilton's
wild ride: How socialite
went from sex tape star
to Simple Life TV
'bimbo' before
transforming into
business mogul... and
now a doting mom
 

Glamorous movie star
looks unrecognizable
with a gray wig and
period costume for a
new series - can you
guess who it is?
 

Lisa Marie Presley's
daughter Riley Keough
shares FINAL image of
the pair together before
tragic death: 'I feel
blessed to have a photo
of the last time I saw my
beautiful mama'
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Director of Harry and
Meghan's Netflix series
reignites row with The
Firm by claiming Palace
officials 'tried to
discredit documentary's
bombshell allegations 
 

Christa Miller is rocker
chic in an Iggy Pop tee
while Jason Segel
and Zach Braff look
dapper at the screening
of Shrinking in New
York City
 

'Ya boy is officially a
Dad!!!' : S.W.A.T. actor
Shemar Moore, 52, and
girlfriend Jesiree Dizon,
39, announce they have
welcomed a baby
daughter
 

'I was scared!': JoJo
Siwa reveals her
biggest regret from her
time on Dance Moms
and it's NOT what you'd
expect
 

Kylie Jenner turns
heads in a very racy
bondage-style dress
and leather boots as
she heads out for
another glam evening in
Paris 
 

Kim Kardashian is
granted a restraining
order against man she
claims has shown up at
her home and sent her a
diamond ring
 

Diane Kruger stuns in
silver crop top and
black skirt as she
makes rare public
appearance with fiancé
Norman Reedus at
Gucci dinner in Paris
 

Emma Roberts reveals
her favorite romcom is
My Best Friend's
Wedding starring her
aunt Julia Roberts
 

Eva Longoria, 47,
shows off her incredible
toned bikini body in
white and yellow two-
piece in summer
throwback snap 
 

Kate Hudson bares
skin in a tiny mint green
crop top and matching
sweatpants as she
works up a sweat from
an intense pole workout
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Kylie Jenner's ex BFF
Jordyn Woods channels
Jessica Rabbit in a
VERY low-cut dress and
red hot hair in her latest
social media post
 

Kanye West could be
BANNED from entering
Australia to meet family
of his new 'wife' over
comments praising
Hitler, minister warns:
'We've rejected people
for that in the past'
 

'I'm sure there will be
tablets to cure it soon':
Tony Christie, 79,
discusses having
dementia as he says
he's not worried about
his diagnosis
 

Jamie Lee Curtis steps
out in a sporty look in
LA after receiving the
first Oscar nomination
of her career for
Everything Everywhere
All at Once
 

Paris Hilton shares
throwback photos from
wedding and childhood
as she announces her
memoir is now available
for pre-sale... before
revealing she welcomed
first child
 

EXCLUSIVE  Margot
Robbie's uncle sets the
record straight about
the Hollywood star's
alleged falling out with
estranged dad: 'They
DO have a relationship'
 

Jennifer Lopez reveals
it was hubby Ben
Affleck's idea to have
their secret Vegas
wedding ahead of big
lavish nuptials: 'It took
all the pressure off'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Jeremy
Ruehlemann died of
'accidental drug
overdose' at friend's
Manhattan apartment:
Model's father reveals
his son had battled
painkiller addiction
 

MILF Manor viewers
claim 'demented' show
is 'weird mix of
pedophilia, grooming,
and Oedipus complex'
as twist is revealed that
they are dating EACH
OTHER'S SONS
 

Dwyane Wade to face
off against ex-wife in
court as she opposes
their 15-year-old
transgender daughter
Zaya legally changing
her name and gender
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Brooklyn Beckham
dresses down in a
hoody and jeans as he
heads to lunch with wife
Nicola and her £1,800
Chanel bag after couple
flaunted their £80k
weekly wardrobe
 

Repeat behavior? Tim
Allen is seen flashing
his Home Improvement
star in boxer shorts and
making her laugh - days
after DENYING flashing
Pamela Anderson 
 

Amazing Race alums
Glenda Roberts and
husband Lumumba
reveal they are
expecting 'miracle' baby
despite being told they
couldn't conceive
naturally 
 

Tyra Banks, 49, shows
off her youthful
complexion in cute
selfies after hosting the
Kid Super runway show
at Paris Fashion Week
 

Meagan Good reveals
her Harlem co-star
Whoopi Goldberg was
'instrumental' in her
split from DeVon
Franklin after a 10-year
marriage
 

Dave Chappelle slams
hypocrite trans
protesters who claim
his jokes cause them
violence... and then turn
up to his shows and
attack people 
 

Tori Spelling puts on a
leggy display in satin
shorts she joins leather-
clad 90210 co-star
Jennie Garth for stylish
outing in New York City
 

Vanessa Bryant brings
daughters Natalia, 20,
Bianka, 6, and Capri, 3,
to Disneyland... days
before family will mark
anniversary of Kobe
and Gianna Bryant's
tragic deaths
 

Neil Patrick Harris to
reprise his iconic role of
Barney Stinson in
second season of How I
Met Your Father after
surprise cameo in Hulu
spin-off
 

Selena Gomez bundles
up in a graphic print
coat as she heads to the
set of Only Murders in
the Building in NYC...
following her date
with Drew Taggart
 

ADVERTISEMENT

EXCLUSIVE  Angelina
Jolie's charity to tackle
violence against women
shuts down: Foundation
set up by star in 2015
closes after 'getting into
financial difficulty' 
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
shows off her
supermodel legs in a
white mini dress as she
enjoys a drink with a
friend during vacation in
her native Brazil
 

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley looks
effortlessly gorgeous in
a blue dress paired with
statement pearls as she
attends Gucci PFW
dinner
 

Derek Hough and
fiancée Hayley Erbert
share sweet kiss while
making coffee run in
Los Angeles
 

Kylie Jenner's BFF
Anastasia Karanikolaou
gets cozy on a kitchen
counter as she wraps
herself in a blanket from
her home décor line
 

'I got it from my
mama': Pregnant Selling
Sunset star Heather Rae
Young showcases baby
bump alongside her
mother as due date
nears
 

Simon Cowell, 63,
looks strikingly different
as he heads home after
filming the Britain's Got
Talent launch alongside
hosts Ant and Dec
 

EXCLUSIVE  Not-so-
undercover lovers! T.J.
Holmes and Amy
Robach attempt to lie
low as they arrive
separately for romantic
rendezvous at NYC Irish
pub
 

The Bachelor's Greer
Blitzer apologizes for
past tweets defending
blackface: 'This is not a
reflection of who I am
today'
 

'I was honored to get
the call!' Babyface
reveals his delight at
being asked to perform
America The Beautiful
at Super Bowl LVII pre-
show

ADVERTISEMENT

Phoebe Dynevor is
stylish in an all-black
look while Tiffany
Haddish opts for a
colorful co-ord at star-
studded Casamigos
party during Sundance
Film Festival in Utah
 

Savannah Chrisley
delves into her 'life
falling apart' in new
podcast after parents
Todd and Julie Chrisley
began serving multi-
year prison sentences
 

Players of Netflix's
real-life Squid Game
'scream medic and are
stretchered off set after
temperatures plummet'
while filming for contest
with largest cash prize
in TV history
 

Just a regular mom!
Reese Witherspoon, 46,
reveals her To Do List
which includes getting
snacks for her son's
soccer team... but is it
real?
 

Bruce Willis, 67, steps
out for lunch with
friends in Los Angeles
amid his battle with
brain condition aphasia
 

Hilaria Baldwin dons
Dr Dre headphones as
Alec hoists himself into
the back of SUV five
days after manslaughter
charge... while Rust
cinematographer's
widower spotted in LA

Jana Kramer reveals
why she hasn't
introduced her children
to her new boyfriend as
she gets real about her
fears of blending
families 
 

Lily Collins shows off
her unique style in a
gold coat and colorful
shorts while sharing her
magazine cover from
the set of hit series
Emily In Paris
 

Drew Barrymore
performs THAT viral
M3GAN dance before
recreating killer doll's
terrifying running scene
in hilarious clips
 

The 12th Victim
docuseries from
Showtime investigates
Caril Ann Fugate's
murder conviction
following 11 slayings in
the 1950s
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Will Smith wishes his
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
co-star Tatyana Ali a
very happy 44th
birthday with a fun
Instagram video
 

Andy Serkis and Greg
Berlanti team up for the
new NBC pilot Wolf
based on the life of
neurologist and writer
Oliver Sacks
 

Oscar nomination
celeb reactions 2023:
Jamie Lee Curtis and
Paul Mescal are
SHOCKED as they each
earn first ever nods

Inside Guy Pearce and
Cate Blanchett's Twitter
spat: As soap star
unleashes a string of
barbed tweets... did a
15-year old gripe over
money result in feud?
 

Chrissy Teigen shares
adorable first snap of
daughter Esti's face a
week-and-a-half after
giving birth: 'Out here
lookin like a baby'
 

Christine Quinn stuns
in a VERY sheer gown
that shows off her bra
and undies as she adds
a red fur coat during
Paris Fashion Week
 

Hilary Duff holds onto
her mini-me daughter
Banks, 10 months,
when out in Los
Angeles... after
promoting How I Met
Your Father in NYC
 

Dawson's Creek stars
Busy Philipps and
Joshua Jackson
congratulate Michelle
Williams on Oscar nod...
but Katie Holmes fails
to send well-wishes in
rumored feud 
 

Stranger Things star
Dacre Montgomery
breaks his silence on
rumours he's replacing
Hugh Jackman as
Wolverine
 

Gisele Bundchen
'knows she made the
right decision' in ending
marriage to Tom Brady
and 'may attend Met
Gala SOLO for first time
in 15 years' - amid new
romance rumors

Razzies co-founder
says anger over
nomination of Ryan
Kiera Armstrong, 12, is
'overblown' amid social
media stir over tongue-
in-cheek award show's
toxic nature
 

Kylie Jenner puts on a
vampy display with
smoky eyeshadow and
berry lips in sultry clip -
after THAT attention-
grabbing lion head
dress 
 

Ant Anstead shares an
adorable photo of
himself giving son
Hudson, three, a kiss...
weeks after taking him
on first trip out of the
US to visit older
siblings
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
We will shock you!
Queen star Brian May
has applied to
trademark his OWN
NAME 
 

Heidi Klum wears a
colorful coat and form-
fitting purple dress as
she arrives on set of
Germany's Next Top
Model in Los Angeles
 

'I will always love him':
Nia Long says she will
never stop supporting
Will Smith - her Fresh
Prince Of Bel-Air co-star
- even after THAT Oscar
slap

Sarah Michelle Gellar
wears a nautical look as
she discusses slowing
down her career 10
years ago for her kids: 'I
wanted to be there for
them'
 

Madonna biopic
SCRAPPED as singer
prepares for world tour:
Film starring Julia
Garner as the Queen of
Pop is 'no longer in
development' despite
years of hard work
 

The Last Of Us named
one of the highest-
earning video games on
YouTube as it is worth
$56K per hour... after
smashing success of
HBO television
adaptation premiere
 

Now she's just
showing off! Kyle
Richards, 54, flashes
her bikini body for the
second time in a week...
after denying using
Ozempic to get thin
 

Shailene Woodley
sports Jack Daniels T-
shirt for jog in Runyon
Canyon Park... after
discussing 'hard' split
from ex-fiancé Aaron
Rodgers
 

Anne Hathaway
displays her natural
beauty in breathtaking
selfie... before chic
arrival into Paris
Fashion Week 
 

Granny chic is BACK!
Sarah Jessica Parker
wears ankle-length
socks over tights while
filming And Just Like
That with John Corbett
in New York City

Riley Keough cradles
her baby daughter as
she returns to LA
following her mother
Lisa Marie Presley's
memorial - after
revealing the newborn's
birth in moving eulogy
 

Sean Penn and Robin
Wright are NOT dating:
The exes 'get along
great' but there is 'no
romance'... after being
seen together TWICE in
Los Angeles
 

Beck and the French
band Phoenix cruise in
a vintage Rolls-Royce
ahead of their co-
headlining tour Summer
Odyssey
 

Michelle Yeoh makes
history as first Asian
nominated in the Best
Actress category at
Academy Awards

Kirsten Dunst wows in
a striking blue coat as
she leaves her hotel
with husband Jesse
Plemons during Paris
Fashion Week 

Brendan Fraser's epic
comeback: How the star
who disappeared from
the spotlight after
spiralling into
depression has risen to
acclaim
 

Tom Cruise lands in
London via helicopter -
just before Top Gun
sequel nabbed SIX
Oscar nominations
including coveted Best
Picture nod 
 

Olivia Culpo dresses
in black as she
supports football star
boyfriend Christian
McCafferty during his
49ers win: 'What a
freaking year!'
 

Sienna Miller looks
radiant in a chiffon
blouse and edgy thigh-
high leather boots
for Gucci's private
dinner during Paris
Fashion Week
 

Michelle Yeoh dazzles
in navy sequinned
blazer as she leads
front row glamour at
Giorgio Armani Prive
show during Paris
Fashion Week
 

Paramore's Hayley
Williams slams NOFX's
Fat Mike for allegedly
making inappropriate
comments about her on
stage when she was
just 19-years-old 
 

Jessie J shows off her
blossoming baby bump
as she announces new
acoustic show - after
revealing her bizarre
pregnancy cravings
 

Everything
Everywhere All at Once
and Banshees of
Inisherin lead the Oscar
nominations - as Top
Gun gets five nods
including Best Picture
 

Sesame Street creator
and Sesame Workshop
co-founder Lloyd
Morrisett dead at 93...
as cause of death has
yet to be revealed
 

Justin Bieber sells his
ENTIRE music catalog
for whopping
$200MILLION to
Hipgnosis Songs - 15
years after starting his
recording career

Anne Heche's 13-year-
old son Atlas and ex
James Tupper share
touching tributes... as
her posthumous
memoir Call Me Anne
hits shelves
 

As Oscar nominations
are revealed, FEMAIL
shares how 'comeback
kids' like Michelle Yeoh,
60, and Brendan Fraser,
54, are dominating
awards season

Emma Roberts is
afraid son Rhodes, two,
will sleep walk just like
she did and her mom
before her as she chats
to Kelly Clarkson: 'I
hope it's not hereditary'

Willie Nelson to ring in
his 90th birthday with
star-studded concerts
at the Hollywood Bowl -
with performers
including fellow weed-
lover Snoop Dogg and
Sheryl Crow
 

'My heart and lungs
would stop': Penn
Badgley reveals his
mother was forced to
resuscitate him as a
baby on a daily basis
after he was born two
months premature

EXCLUSIVE   Ben's
two Jens! Lopez and
Garner unite for Ben
Affleck as blended
family arrives for 14-
year-old Seraphina's
musical event in LA
 

Emily Ratajkowski
models a daring purple
gown while filming
Versace's new ad
campaign as she says
the job is 'an incredible
honor'
 

As Zoe Saldana
smashes new box-office
record after starring in
four of the highest-
grossing movies, how
the actress became the
industry's most
bankable star
 

Royal grief on show in
The Crown: Dominic
West dons a morning
suit as he joins extras
to film the Queen
Mother's funeral scenes
 

Oscar nominations
2023: Angela Bassett,
64, is the FIRST actress
to be nominated for a
Marvel movie with her
role in Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever
 

EXCLUSIVE  Hayden
Panettiere poses in
skimpy swimwear on
the beach in Malibu -
amid recent reunion
with convicted felon
boyfriend Brian
Hickerson
 

Oscar nominations
2023: As Tom Cruise is
ignored for Top Gun,
Brad Bitt for Babylon
and James Cameron for
Avatar... vote for who
YOU want to win in our
poll

Angela Bassett reports
for duty on the set of 9-
1-1 after receiving a
Best Supporting
Actress Oscar
nomination for her role
in Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever
 

From a breakout role
in Normal People to his
first Oscar nomination
for Best Actor (and
THAT unexpected date
with Angelina Jolie!): A
look at Paul Mescal's
incredible rise to fame
 

Elvis star Austin Butler
remembers Lisa Marie
Presley following Oscar
nomination after her
tragic death: 'I just wish
she was here to
celebrate' 
 

Oscar nominations in
full: Top Gun, Elvis,
Everything Everywhere
All At Once, Banshees
of Insherin - and the
return of Brendan
Fraser
 

Oscar nominations
2023: Rihanna receives
her FIRST ever
Academy Award nod for
the song Lift Me Up
in Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever
 

Oscar nomination
SNUBS 2023: Brad Pitt
was ignored for
Babylon, Taylor Swift
for Carolina and James
Cameron for directing
Avatar: Way Of The
Water
 

Jane Fonda calls Tom
Brady 'gorgeous, kind
and sweet' while the
quarterback gushes
working with her was a
'once-in-a-lifetime
experience'
 

Miley Cyrus debuts on
Billboard Hot 100 list for
the FIRST time in her
career with Flowers,
about finding happiness
after divorcing Liam
Hemsworth
 

Lottie Moss tucks into
a hotdog as she enjoys
a trip to the zoo in
Australia with new
boyfriend Daniel Steel
days after going public
with romance
 

'She united a really
diverse crowd':
Beyonce's $24m show
in anti-gay Dubai
DEFENDED by her
father who reveals she's
planning tour
 

Gossip Girl vet Kelly
Rutherford, 54, exudes
ageless glamour in
floral look as she sits
front row at the Rahul
Mishra show for Paris
Fashion Week
 

Anne Hathaway nails
Parisian chic in baker
boy hat and wide leg
jeans as she arrives in
the French capital for
Fashion Week 

Apple Martin looks the
spitting image of mother
Gwyneth Paltrow as she
takes to the front row of
the Chanel Haute
Couture fashion show in
Paris
 

Princess Eugenie is
pregnant! Royal reveals
her 'excitement' to be
expecting a baby in the
summer after declaring
she wants her son
August, 2, to be an
'activist'
 

Rita Ora flaunts her
killer abs in a white cut-
out crop top teamed
with racy leather
trousers as she headed
to a radio station to
promote her new song
 

Kendall Jenner is
filmed telling pals her
previous visits to Dubai
were 'horrible, horrible'
in animated
conversation as she
parties at Atlantis
 

Cindy Crawford's
daughter Kaia Gerber
models a bikini as she
responds to 'nepo baby'
furor: 'I won't deny the
privilege that I have'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Max
Verstappen's girlfriend
Kelly Piquet looks
incredible in a cream
lace-up swimsuit during
her Miami getaway
 

Panic! At The Disco is
over! They will disband
after current tour
following two decades
together... as Brendon
Urie is set to become a
father
 

Khloe Kardashian
shares moving tribute
to Tristan Thompson's
mom after her shock
death... and vows to
protect the NBA star's
special needs brother
 

Addison
Rae showcases her
incredibly toned midriff
in plunging beige sports
bra and leggings at the
gym in LA
 

Can you name all the
legends at the Dior
show? The Paris event
was packed with iconic
names - Deneuve,
Adjani... and one is
even wed to a former
president
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DON'T MISS  

The Apple really
doesn't fall far from the
tree! How Gwyneth
Paltrow's doppelganger
daughter has already
bitten into the A-list
core after morphing into
her superstar mum
 

Sofia Richie cuts a
stylish figure in a white
dress and quirky
cropped blazer as she
attends Chanel Haute
Couture fashion show in
Paris
 

Meghan had 'gentle
concerns' about Prince
Harry's memoirs but
'stayed in the shadows'
as he sparked media
storm with US publicity
blitz 
 

Slim Simon Cowell, 63,
continues to look
unrecognisable as he
arrives at the Britain's
Got Talent launch - after
shocking fans with
radically different
features
 

'It's not like you need
the money': Beyonce is
slammed for $24m show
in anti-gay Dubai where
she sang NO hits from
her Renaissance album
 

Riley Keough flies
back to LA after mother
Lisa Marie Presley's
funeral with husband
and baby girl after
sharing news of her
daughter's secret birth
 

Model Jeremy
Ruehlemann dead at 27:
Fashion designer
Christian Siriano
mourns shock loss of
'muse' and remembers
his 'beautiful soul'
 

Who do you think you
are? Geri Halliwell
lookalike is spotted
filming The Crown
alongside Dominic West
- after Spice Girl
cheekily patted the
royal's bottom in 1997
 

Priscilla Presley
thanks supporters in
touching statement after
daughter Lisa Marie
Presley's memorial
service: 'It has been a
very difficult time'
 

Larsa Pippen, 48, goes
Instagram official with
Michael Jordan's son
Marcus, 32... and can't
resist a dig at NBA
legend ex-husband
Scottie Pippen
 

Kourtney Kardashian
and Travis Barker seen
in hometown Calabasas
after he was inked with
a huge tattoo of her
eyes
Cute couple  

Chace Crawford
shows off his incredibly
ripped physique as he
poses shirtless after
getting into shape for
the fourth season of The
Boys
 

Katie Holmes' ex
Emilio Vitolo Jr. and
girlfriend are expecting
their first child together:
'We're having a baby
girl'
 

Oscars 2023: Who are
the top contenders for
Best Picture? Where is
the ceremony taking
place? Everything you
need to know ahead of
this year's show 
 

Kate's VERY lavish
winter wardrobe! 8 most
expensive outfits worn
during the colder
months by the Princess
of Wales are valued at
more than $36,000 
 

Rita Ora flaunts her
incredible figure in a
slinky nude slip dress
and lace lingerie as she
shares a behind-the-
scenes glimpse at her
GQ Hype shoot
 

The Bachelor: Zach
Shallcross sends home
Madison Johnson
BEFORE rose ceremony
on season premiere
 

Charlie Puth locks lips
with girlfriend Brooke
Sansone during a gas
stop in Los Angeles...
just over a month after
making their
relationship official
 

Rebel Wilson appears
to clap back with a
thinly-veiled barb and
snap of her girlfriend
and baby daughter after
she was slammed for
promoting Dubai
 

Madonna celebrates
Mercy James' 17th
birthday! Star pays
tribute to her 'beautiful
precious talented
daughter' as family
dress up and dance
 

'It's making my skin
crawl!': Doja Cat's Paris
Fashion Week look
featuring 30,000
crystals 'triggers' fans'
trypophobia
 

Graceful in grey:
Queen Letizia of Spain
looks classically chic as
she attends healthcare
conference in Madrid
 

Tilda Swinton dazzles
in a grey sequin jacket
as she joins fellow Karl
Lagerfeld muses Marion
Cotillard and Vanessa
Paradis at Chanel's
Paris show
 

Red-haired Lucy
Boynton wears elegant
lemon silk and bouclé
shorts suit as she
heads to the Chanel
Haute Couture fashion
show in Paris
 

Sadie Sink cuts a
stylish figure in all-
black outfit as she
attends Chanel Haute
Couture show for Paris
Fashion Week
 

Rita Ora hits the studio
after breaking her
silence on THOSE
'throuple' rumours with
husband Taika Waititi
and Tessa Thompson
Low-key outing  

How my night partying
with Beyonce, Kendall
Jenner, and Jay-Z in
Dubai turned into the
most embarrassing
experience right in front
of Liam Payne
 

EXCLUSIVE  Jemima
Khan discusses her
friendship with
Neighbours star Jason
Donovan - as they
reunite at Sydney
premiere of new film
 

Zach Shallcross
responds to fans and
critics who call him the
'boring Bachelor': 'I
think fans are gonna
love it'
 

Pregnant Ireland
Baldwin shows off her
growing bump in racy
shirtless Instagram
snaps... days after dad
Alec Baldwin is charged
with manslaughter
 

Lottie Moss confirms
romance with new
model beau Daniel Steel
as she shares a slew of
loved up snaps while
visiting him in Australia
 

Amy Winehouse's dad
Mitch says actress
Marisa Abela is a 'great
choice' to play his late
daughter in new biopic -
as fans slam the
controversial casting
 

'I tried to trip him, but I
didn't!' Bucs' Tom Brady
appeals NFL's $16,444
fine for attempted slide
tackle on Cowboys'
Malik Hooker in playoff
loss
 

Braless Hilary Duff
looks sensational in a
black cut-out dress and
a leather coat as she
promotes season two of
How I Met Your Father
 

Drew Barrymore, 47,
marvels at the way
Leonardo DiCaprio
keeps up his wild
bachelor lifestyle at 48:
'I love that he's still
clubbing' 
 

Roger Federer looks
dapper in a grey suit
alongside his chic wife
Mirka as they lead the
stars attending Chanel's
Paris Fashion Week
show
 

Bachelor Nation's
Raven Gates and Adam
Gottschalk announce
that they are expecting
their second child
Joyous  

Olivia Wilde is back at
it! Don't Worry Darling
filmmaker shares
photos of herself back
on set amid ongoing
custody battle with ex
Jason Sudeikis
 

America's Got Talent:
All-Stars: Heidi Klum
hits Golden Buzzer for
Irish magician Aidan
McCann, 13
 

Lizzo and David Guetta
join BRIT Awards 2023
setlist as pair confirm
they will perform at
annual event alongside
Harry Styles, Sam Smith
nd Kim Petras
 

Mia Goth turns heads
in black leather dress as
co-star Alexander
Skarsgard sports a
leash at screening of
shocking new horror
film Infinity Pool in NYC
 

Will Smith rumored to
be returning as the
Genie in Disney's
Aladdin 2 for his first
role since infamous
Chris Rock Oscar slap
 

Selling Sunset star
Chrishell Stause flaunts
her slim figure in a
knitted crop top and
black skinny jeans while
stepping out in LA
 

Fitness model Emily
Skye slams cruel trolls
for body shaming her
'masculine build': 'I
happen to love the way I
look!'
 

Mandy Moore dons a
trench coat as she films
scenes with co-star
Edgar Ramirez on the
set of Dr. Death series
in New York City
 

Brie and Nikki Bella
don matching outfits
while visiting SiriusXM
in New York City...
before heading to Watch
What Happens Live
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
nails off-duty chic in a
stylish black top black
top and white trousers
as she strolls with pal
Matheus Mazzafera in
her native Brazil
 

When life gives you
Lemons! Jenna
Coleman beams as she
greets autograph
hunters with co-star
Aidan Turner after their
West End performance
 

Floyd Mayweather will
now face Geordie Shore
star Aaron Chalmers in
his first-ever UK fight
next month in London
 

Tiffany Haddish rocks
a plunging red dress at
the premiere of her new
film Landscape With
Invisible Hand during
Sundance Film Festival
in Utah
 

Princess Eugenie
echoes cousin Harry as
she is teaching her son
August, one, about
climate change and has
ditched all plastic
products in the house
 

Sarah Michelle Gellar
reveals her former All
My Children co-star
Kelly Ripa tried to talk
her out of moving to
California: 'So glad she
didn't listen'
 

Rebel Wilson doubles
down on promoting
Dubai: Gay actress
brushes off criticism
after attending a ritzy
hotel opening despite
UAE's notorious anti-
LGBT laws
 

Kaia Gerber looks
business chic in black
suit while leaving a
studio in Los Angeles...
after attending Lisa
Marie Presley's
Graceland memorial
with beau Austin Butler
 

Love Island Australia
host Sophie Monk
hilariously spoofs Miley
Cyrus' Flowers video
clip wearing gold
WRAPPING PAPER
 

Stephen Curry and
wife Ayesha Curry are
all smiles at the
Sundance Film Festival
premiere of the
documentary Stephen
Curry: Underrated
 

Jason Momoa rocks a
rugged biker look as he
cruises through Malibu
on his vintage
motorcycle
 

Karrueche Tran shares
heartbreaking tribute to
her father who died last
week while she was at
the premiere of her film
Divinity at Sundance
 

Love Island USA
Season 4 winners Zeta
Morrison and Timmy
Pandolfini have broken
up: 'There is no more
Zimmy'
 

Delilah Hamlin debuts
a stylish white robe with
a furry hat after
traveling to Utah during
Sundance Film Festival
 

Bella Hadid
showcases her
stunningly chiseled
figure in hot pink
lingerie as she poses
for Victoria's Secret
ahead of Valentine's
Day
 

Lisa Rinna showcases
her toned frame in a
skimpy black bikini
during her getaway to
Paris... after husband
Harry Hamlin revealed
the reason behind her
RHOBH exit
 

Dolly Parton reveals
she recorded a cover of
the Beatles' Let It Be
with Paul McCartney for
her upcoming album
Rock Star
 

Leonardo DiCaprio's
ex Camila Morrone is
elegantly chic in a semi-
sheer black Chanel
dress
 

Alyssa Scott shares
new snaps of her
adorable baby girl
Halo... a month after
welcoming Nick
Cannon's 12th child
 

Sarah Jessica Parker
sports wet hair and a
salon robe as she chats
with co-star Sarita
Choudhury during rainy
day shoot of And Just
Like That season 2
 

EXCLUSIVE  'Meghan
thinks he's up there
with President Obama!'
Duchess says Prince
Harry is a 'shoo-in' for
Grammy nod for his
'soothing voice' on
Spare audiobook
 

Bella Thorne stands
out in neon green gown
while attending
IndieWire Sundance
Studio at film festival in
Utah

Ed Sheeran shocks
fans as he makes a
surprise visit to a pub in
New Zealand ahead of
his tour
 

Andy Cohen
announces he will be
heading to Australia for
Sydney's WorldPride
festival: 'I am beyond
excited'
 

Mick Jagger's stylish
ex-wife Bianca Jagger,
77, is almost
unrecognizable at the
splashy Dior show in
Paris as she models a
new chic bob hairstyle
 

Robyn Dixon, 43,
marries Juan Dixon, 44,
for second time in
private ceremony
without RHOP
castmates
 

Anne Hathaway
praises her cast and
director William Oldroyd
at the Sundance
premiere of her new film
Eileen
 

EXCLUSIVE  North,
meet your new
stepmom! Kanye West
takes daughter, nine, for
dinner with his Kim
Kardashian look-alike
wife Bianca Censori
 

Toni Collette posts a
cryptic quote about
'believing in yourself'
after her public split
from husband Dave
Galafassi
 

Chantel Jeffries gives
fans a glimpse of her
tattoo removal process
before flaunting her
toned abs at the gym
 

Quite the uproar! Kylie
Jenner looks awkward
as she watches Irina
Shayk wear SAME black
gown with an oversized
lion head on it at the
Schiaparelli show
 

'It was like putting
glasses on and seeing
what was important':
Antonio Banderas, 62,
says having a heart
attack changed his life
for the better
 

'It's part and parcel of
what it is to be an
actor': Ioan Gruffudd
opens up on navigating
very public split from
estranged ex Alice
Evans
 

Harry Hamlin 'reveals
the REAL reason Lisa
Rinna left RHOBH' in
shock admission - two
weeks after star quit the
show following 8
seasons
 

Debby Ryan and
husband Josh Dun
bundle up in warm
black coats as they
head into Sundance
Film Festival in Park
City, Utah
 

Fans are left baffled by
Cate Blanchett's
'robotic stillness' as the
actress freezes for 15
SECONDS during a
junket interview for Tár
 

Beck announces
summer 2023 tour with
French group Phoenix
that kicks off in Seattle
this August
 

90 Day Fiancé star
Angela Deem says she's
'definitely gonna file' for
divorce from Michael
Ilesanmi
 

Liam Hemsworth and
girlfriend Gabriella
Brooks return to LA
after a weekend trip to
Mexico... after his ex-
wife Miley Cyrus
released diss track
Flowers
 

Anna Camp looks chic
in a plunging colorful
dress as she leads stars
at A Little Prayer
premiere during the
2023 Sundance Film
Festival in Utah
 

EXCLUSIVE  Kirsten
Dunst is chic in high-
waisted suede trousers
and braces as she
makes rare public
appearance with
husband Jesse
Plemons at the Dior
show during PFW

Rumer Willis unveils
her burgeoning baby
bump with a crop top
and leggings while
leaving a workout
session in Los Angeles
 

Kendall Jenner is
called 'authentic' as she
displays her very taut
tummy in a slender bra
top to become the face
of the new Miu Miu
campaign

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Meghan Markle hits the
wrong note with global
opera star Danielle de
Niese as soprano, 43,
hits back at Duchess of
Sussex's attack on
'racist' Britain 
 

Ayesha Curry shows
off her toned legs in a
bird print minidress as
she enjoys date with
NBA star husband
Stephen Curry
 

Salma Hayek feeds a
RACCOON slice of pizza
as she posts hilarious
video of the furry
creature crashing pal's
birthday: 'I think he
wants chicken!'
 

Pamela Anderson
reveals Tommy Lee 'lost
it' over her kissing
scene with Baywatch
co-star: 'He trashed my
trailer... put his fist
through a cabinet'
 

'I felt the system was
up against me and I was
swimming against the
tide': Lewis Hamilton
details racist abuse at
school where pupils
threw bananas at him
and called him 'N-word'
 

Michael Strahan
beams with pride in a
three-piece suit as he is
honored with a star on
Hollywood Walk of
Fame
 

Andy Cohen and
Nicole 'Snooki' Polizzi
settle 'feud' over him
refusing to cast her in
RHONJ: 'I took it too far'
 

Russell Crowe
performs with his band
The Gentlemen Barbers
at his local pub in Coffs
Harbour alongside his
son Charles and
girlfriend Britney
Theriot
 

EXCLUSIVE  Pete
Davidson and bikini-
clad Chase Sui share a
tender embrace in the
ocean on romantic
Hawaiian getaway...
after denying romance
rumors
 

Candice Swanepoel
flashes her taut midriff
in crop-top and
matching pants for yoga
session as she shares
reflective post
 

Former SNL star Jay
Pharoah reveals how he
lost 20 pounds in JUST
21 days: 'Weight fell off
like roast meat'
 

Pamela Anderson
FINALLY speaks out on
Hulu's Pam & Tommy
series in upcoming
Netflix documentary: 'I
have no desire to watch
it'
 

Is Infinity Pool most
shocking horror EVER?
Alexander Skarsgard
and Mia Goth-helmed
movie boasting orgies,
executions and full-
frontal scene is branded
'White Lotus for sickos'

Zoe Saldana makes
film history as she
becomes first actor to
have been in four films
which made more than
$2 BILLION at the box
office 
 

Larsa Pippen, 48,
turns up the heat in an
itty-bitty black bikini as
she enjoys the view
from a Miami high-rise
balcony: 'Be yourself,
there's no one better'
 

Girls Trip 2 to hit
Ghana!  Regina Hall,
Queen Latifah, Jada
Pinkett Smith, and
Tiffany Haddish will
REUNITE for sequel to
2017 blockbuster
comedy
 

Rita Ora breaks her
silence on THOSE
'throuple' rumours with
husband Taika Waititi
and Tessa Thompson
after they were seen
canoodling at a party
 

'Enjoy the new
uniforms!': Ryan
Reynolds surprises
Wrexham youth soccer
team with $1,978
donation towards their
latest kit
 

Robin Wright beams
with happiness as she
spends quality time with
daughter Dylan Penn...
following recent meet-
ups with ex Sean Penn
 

'This is creepy!': Alec
Baldwin is blasted for
caption with 'sexually
suggestive innuendo'
between wife Hilaria and
son in FIRST post since
manslaughter charge
 

'That poor kid's going
to be renamed again!'
Kylie Jenner's fans
cringe over the meaning
of her son's VERY
unusual name in Arabic
 

'I have the opposite of
body dysmorphia!': Sam
Smith discusses finally
learning to love their
figure after years of
insecurity
 

Nicola Peltz channels
mother-in-law Victoria
Beckham as she rocks a
trendy hairband and
sunglasses while out
shopping with husband
Brooklyn
 

Lily Allen shows a
glimpse of her newly-
dyed strawberry blonde
locks beneath her red
beanie hat as she goes
on a coffee run in New
York City
 

Kylie Jenner sports
HUGE lion's head
attached to her black
dress as she makes
quirky appearance at
the star-studded
Schiaparelli show
 

'She has the hardest
working eyebrows in
Hollywood!' Emilia
Clarke's fans poke fun
at her VERY animated
expressions in interview
 

How Pete Davidson
has tried to ERASE Kim
Kardashian (and all
THAT Kanye West
drama) from his
memory five months
after split
 

Razzies 2023: Blonde
starring Ana de Armas
leads the list with eight
nominations as Tom
Hanks is singled out for
his roles in Elvis and
Pinocchio
 

Sarah Michelle Gellar
showcases her fashion
flair in two different
looks as she steps out
in NYC to promote her
new show Wolf Pack
 

'To all the teachers
that never taught me a
thing': Noah Schnapp's
hilarious yearbook
quote is revealed by a
former classmate

Anya-Taylor Joy looks
effortlessly chic in a
plunging white corset
and jacket as she joins
stylish Maisie Williams
and Elizabeth Debicki at
Dior's Paris Fashion
Week show
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